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These are UK covid19 death statistic victims, report date : February 11, 2021.

The Online Resistance Movement are reporting official CONFIRMED DEATHS totalling
239 following the recipients receiving the FATAL DEPOPULATION doses of this evil,
vile toxic injection.

Six of the deaths related to an unspecified covid19 injection.

There were 90 fatalities directly attributed to ASTRA ZENECA. Most of these fatalities
were heart attack victims, following them receiving the fatal doses.

The remainder of the covid19 death statistics were directly attributed to PFIZER.
Most of these deaths were attributable to neurological problems, caused by this
vile UNTESTED, UNLICENSED experimental drug.

This is absolutely SICKENING and the Online Resistance Movement are trying so very

hard to STOP THIS EVIL MADNESS. We cannot comprehend how such evilness can

prevail in what was once a very civilised society. But it is happening right now and the

Global Reset is well under way and its pace will QUICKEN as time advances, unless
this EVIL MONEY GREEDY NEW WORLD ORDER MONSTER is STOPPED and that is
our mission – TO STOP THIS EVILNESS and to SAVE LIVES.

It has been CONFIRMED that the government will instruct local ministers to go out
canvassing the smart people who have REFUSED this evil cocktail of death. Their

mission is to : COERCE these smart people using STRONGARM tactics, into
submitting into receiving the : COVID19 DEPOPULATION INJECTION, which one, we
do not know. But it doesn’t really matter, because EVERY ONE of these drugs are :
DEVASTATING and FATAL to the receiver of this vile concoction. And according to

the good Dr. Vernon Coleman, it appears as though the government are making a HIT list

of covid19 injection REFUSERS.

We are sending out a CLEAR MESSAGE to all of these smart people who have REFUSED

this killer injection – to CONTINUE to REFUSE this injection and to send the local

government away from your door and your property in a FIRM MANNER, instructing

them “NOT TO COME BACK.”

The Online Resistance Movement are still attempting to get a confirmation on these

alleged HEALTH PASSPORTS that the government are threatening the public with.
One minister in local government actually admitted that the government had
absolutely NO intention of making health passports mandatory and we actually
heard him state this on Brand New Tube. However, the HEALTH PASSPORT agenda
is STILL on the government table and it needs to be REMOVED. If this health passport

malarky is NOT stopped, then the unvaccinated people WILL be discriminated against.

Day by day, the citizens of the UK are giving up more and more of their own FREEDOMS

as they are being TERRORISED by this EVIL NAZI government who are serving PUPPETS

to a HIGHER CONTROL – THE GLOBALISTS, who have NEVER been elected by anyone.

These terrified, brainwash, dumb sheep just don’t realise or appreciate just exactly

how much DAMAGE they are contributing to what was once known as a FREE
COUNTRY. And anyone who is old enough to remember the Rule Britannia song, should

be very familiar with the words – “Britain never, never, never shall be SLAVES.” Well,
that is EXACTLY what this country is turning into – A SLAVE ISLAND and the trend
is set to get much worse. These terrified, brainless mask wearing, do as they are told to

do sheep are helping to ruin this country and this kind of practice needs to be WIPED

OUT. They are DRAGGING the RESISTANCE FREEDOM FIGHTERS down with them and

we DON’T want to live a life of slavery.

It is through the VAST MAJORTY, that the freedom fighters have suffered to a certain

extent. Altogether the UK people have lost – 1. Their RIGHT TO GO OUT WHEN THEY
CHOSE, 2. They have to WEAR a USELESS KILLER FACE MASK, 3. They have to line
up outside the supermarket, waiting to go in two by two, 4. They have been
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discouraged from visiting the bank, when they chose, 5. They can’t go into a small
shop or business without wearing a useless killer face mask, 6. They can go to parks
ONLY WHEN government says so in small groups. 7. Holidays overseas have been
cancelled by the government, 8. Travelling around the UK is banned. 8. Our FREE
speech is also being stymied. The LIST IS DEPRESSINGLY ENDLESS. And this is NOT
FREEDOM, but severe NAZI OPPRESSION, for heavens sake SHEEP – WAKE UP and
SMELL THE COFFEE. Don’t you care about your own life? You all need to WAKE UP
NOW and FIGHT BACK, whilst there is still time.

The Online Resistance Movement team have NEVER adhered to GOVERNMENT

OPPRESSION, we go out when we like, we get our grocieries whenever we chose, we

never wear useless killer face masks, not even in stores and supermarkets, we

completely IGNORE government digital road signs regarding staying home and
protecting the NHS. (The NHS don’t need protecting, they need to be liquidated and

drummed out of business). We travel when we please. We visit parks when we like. But

many people are actually DOING AS THEY ARE TOLD, which is very saddening indeed,

because the situation is DESPERATE and IN TIME, IT WILL WORSEN.

It has been CONFIRMED that the UK government have already signed a deal with an

American company for the production of digital health passports, which they are

working on at the moment, even though one of the government ministers regarding

overseas travel have stated otherwise. But what can you expect from an EVIL FORK

TONGUED NAZI GOVERNMENT? Exactly, they are going to CONTINUE with the LIES, they

are going to CONTINUE with SEVERE OPPRESSION of their citizens, because the Agenda

21 program is well under way, which is connected to the Global Reset, mass worldwide

genocide and mass worldwide slavery, because the UNELECTED GLOBALISTS are

running the show with the upcoming New World Order Nazi Ruler Bill Gates – calling

the shots.

We have to CONTINUE the fighting against this evil nazi regime to STOP all of this
nonsense right now. In order to stop this rising of the New World Order, we need to do

the following :

1. SPREAD THE TRUTH – print out truthful leaflets warning people of what will

happen if they don’t FIGHT BACK. Hand these leaflets out to family, relatives,

friends, the local community and the wider community.

2. Send out emails to all of the email addresses that you can find and send them vital

information that will save the recipients lives.

3. Warn the people of the DANGERS of taking an UNTESTED, UNLICENSED, for

emergency use only toxic injection. Tell them that NONE of the covid19 injections

are SAFE for use and that these injection have actually killed thousands of people

already. These injections have zero efficacy also.

4. Warn them about the United Nations Agenda 21 plan – to depopulate the earth by

2030.

5. Warn them about Bill Gates and how he is telling the UN, the WHO and the drug

companies what to do. It was Bill Gates who insisted on a LEGAL INDEMNITY for

ALL of the drug companies who are producing the synthetic covid19 injection,

because Gates KNOWS that this drug is UNSAFE and that it is to be used to

DEPOPULATE the earth. Gates is also buying up acres and acres of farmland and

he has wicked vile plans for all of this land and it is NOT for the benefit of the

people.

6. Warn the people to REFUSE the covid19 injection, because it will cost them their

life.

7. Warn the people that if they continue to wear useless DANGEROUS face masks,

they run a VERY HIGH RISK OF DYING from RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS including

bacterial pneumonia.

8. Encourage the people to IGNORE government OPPRESSION DEMANDS to STAY

INSIDE THE HOUSE. They need to get outside and get some FRESH AIR, it is GOOD

for the immune system.

The Online Resistance Movement are dedicated in continuing our CRUSADE to FIGHT
BACK AGAINST THE NAZI PUPPET GOVERNMENT and the RISING GLOBAL RESET.

Just remember people : REFUSE THE COVID19 INJECTION

The UK nazi government and the NHS scientists are persisting in their mission to DENY

that ALL of these covid19 injection DEATHS have absolutely nothing at all to do with the

covid19 injection and they are insisting that they are ALL coincidences. That is a LOT OF

coincidences. Which the Online Resistance ALREADY KNOW that what the government
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are putting out is FALSE INFORMATION, in order for them to get their share money for

every individual who is injected with this vile potion of death.

Just to remind you all once again, to PROVE unequivocally that these DRUGS ARE THE

CAUSE OF THESE DEATHS, I myself was once injected with TOXIC CHEMICALS in

September of 1993 for the seasonal influenza. And a quick recap here – I was a healthy

young woman at the time and along with my youngest sister, I was COERCED by the local

NHS surgery to take this flu jab that I didn’t particularly want. Five days following the

1993 influenza injection, I was struck down with a mystery illness, unable to move or
get out of bed. I was at deaths door and my family kept pleading with me to allow
them to call the emergency services and I kept REFUSING. My family looked after
me for six months. During that six months, I was USELESS and I couldn’t do
anything and was too weak to get out of bed. Going to the bathroom was an ordeal,
but my sister took care of that for me, unpleasant though it may have been for her,
she nursed me back to health and my parents helped also. Looking back on those

days and coupled with my recently achieved natural medicine qualifications; I have

come to the philosophical realisation that what I suffered back in 1993 was a SEREVE

ADVERSE REACTION causing a CYTOKINE STORM inside my body; whereby the vaccine

was totally UNNECESSARY in the first instance and in the second instance – it ALMOST

CLAIMED MY LIFE. When I recovered some six months later, my first port of call in my

investigation was the local NHS surgery where I attempted to extract information from

them regarding this influenza vaccine and I ended up in a HEATED ARGUMENT with the

doctors, who yielded NOTHING to me. I ended up questioning the nursing staff and they

eventually RELUCTANTLY handed me a PATIENT LEAFLET, warning the recipient of the

vaccine what could happen to them if they accepted this vaccine. I was HOPPING MAD

when I discovered that I have been jabbed with the highly toxic preservative
chemicals : FORMALDEHYDE and MERCURY. My confrontation with the nurses,

crescended into a shouting match as I impressed upon them that I ALMOST DIED

through their NEGLIGENT INCOMPETENCE and the following is what they had to say

about my near death condition : “IT WAS JUST A COINCIDENCE.” Do you all GET THE
PICTURE? This drug almost KILLED ME. And this is what the government are stating

right now : that ALL THESE DEATHS FOLLOWING THE RECIPIENT TAKING THE
INJECTION – WAS A COINCIDENCE. CASE CLOSED.

I have been vaccine FREE now since 1994 and before then, I was a VERY SICK individual,

contracting viral illnesses several times per year. I experienced ALLERGIES that I had

NEVER had in my whole life before taking these TOXIC FLU injections. I was sick with

influenza and pneumonia. After being VACCINE FREE for a few years, I noticed a

PROFOUND change in my health status. I hardly ever got sick with a virus and my
allergy problems DISAPPEARED. This is FIRST HAND PROOF FOLKS of what
DANGEROUS CHEMICALS CAN DO TO YOUR BODY, INCLUDING KILLING YOU. And

please remember that the human body is NOT made up of dangerous toxic chemicals, so

we DON’T need them.

My team and I were BORN FREE people and we INTEND to DIE FREE PEOPLE when our

time comes.

Be VERY WARY about these covid19 injections.

Thank you ALL so VERY MUCH for your continued SUPPORT.
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